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THE PARADIGM DIET is a short, easy to go through manual of applied nutrition for everyone -
young, old, parents, and teens. (False!D., dispels dietary myths while offering the reader with the
concepts of proper diet. Finally, THE PARADIGM Diet plan proposes a practical method of
implementing an ideal diet that is easy, efficient, inexpensive, and fun for just one and all.
innately delicious; available and inexpensive; (False! environmentally friendly; It is vitality,
wholeness and harmony of the body, brain, and soul. Dave proves beyond any question the
healthiest diet on the planet, which is at once time-honored, newly rediscovered, and backed
by scientific analysis. Next, from the premise that the perfect (Paradigm) diet, must have six
characteristics - maximally healthy; If your wish would be to lose pounds, reduce cravings,
boost fitness and muscle tone, make smarter food choices, eliminate allergy symptoms, decrease
medication requirements, overcome addiction, or increase healthier kids, THE PARADIGM DIET is
for you.THE PARADIGM DIET is an easy and enjoyable read, so that you might incorporate its
principles simultaneously - at the marketplace, in the kitchen, and at the next meal – to nourish
yourself and the ones you like, with results which are both rapid and permanent.Then, simply
because you eat larger quantities of food than you ever truly imagined, you'll experience
satisfied, and relieved. Harmony of body, brain, and soul, starting with good food.Wellness is
more than merely the absence of disease. unrefined, unprocessed, and whole - Dr. Kiss days
gone by goodbye, and welcome the New You! As diet plan influences how exactly we look,
believe, and feel - in short, who we have been - it is truly the doorway to health. From wise
culinary options flows improved energy resulting in increased exercise, which sharpens mental
clarity, elevates consciousness, actually enhances your capacity to feel."par-a-digm [par-uh-
daym]: an outstandingly apparent modelsynonyms: standard, ideal, paragon, archetype,
touchstonebroadly: a philosophical or theoretical frameworkexample: a paradigm shift refers to
a modification in the way that the truth is perceived."Diet is the doorway to the harmony, and
you hold the key.A few of the topics presented here will challenge what you keep as sacred
and true.To wit:It's poor to eat late during the night. (False!)Eat several small meals during the
day. properly prepared;)Drink plenty of water. (False!And you will find that you quite like the
change. (False!)Pet foods (meat, eggs, dairy) are highest in protein. (False!)Nuts are healthy
fats. With candor and humor, writer Adam Dave, M.)Essential olive oil is good for you.
(False!)Fruit is usually high in sugar. (False!)A healthy diet should include several servings per
day of whole grains. (You guessed it: False!)As these and various other popular myths arrive
crumbling before your eye, you may experience shocked and shaken to the core. Once you
have perused its web pages, you should understand more about nutrition than many
physicians, and also cook healthier foods than most 5-star chefs.Finally, simply because you
experience even more energy and weigh significantly less than ever before in your adult life,
you may never be the same.)Milk offers you strong bones.Therefore, join us about the journey.
The food you take in transforms itself into the cells that shape your body, power your heart,
transmit brain waves, and modulate your feeling.
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 And we consume salads before lunch and dinner, not really with lunch and supper. Dave, M.D.
Right now I "get-it" and I love the book. And, a meals which has the benefit of digesting in the
stomach to a large degree;.' Dr. Which means, needless to say, those who normally would NOT
garner the great great things about such foods, due to their rather bland 'natural taste,'
certainly WILL, when given the opportunity to take them, steamed. 'No problem,' is his response,
more oft, than not really. And for those seeking an excellent, healthy way of life - yet NOT,
perhaps, quite ready to 'go 100% natural? So much conflicting assistance provides led me to
include fish, dairy and eggs back to my diet over time, and I am now the heaviest I have ever
been in my entire life. It provides helped me decrease my % of surplus fat which was my
objective.. Of the, shall we state, formerly toxic-eating, 'unwashed masses?How come plant-
based super-athlete and author, Dr.' Superb, and perhaps, life-changing function, Dr.D.'s, The
Paradigm Diet, 'for my money,' the most useful book ever penned, on maybe Man's ideal diet -
the 80-10-10 diet? First: Dave M.D.'s approach offers, in my experience - and that of a
significant number with whom I've proved helpful - the full range of benefits garnered on the
very much tougher-to-maintain (for most, I'd say), natural, fruit-based diet. This is a meal he is
able to, 'sink his teeth into. A minimal 'toxic load.e.' And two: Dr. I want I got known all of this
stuff 10 years ago and maybe I wouldn't will have 60 pounds of fat from eating bread and
cheese to remove! More 'doable,' I mean, than will be a 100% raw, fruit-based regimen.
Particularly for the common, formerly standard-western-diet-consuming. The books a satisfaction
a read, it's well written and funny, and it'll change your life.But I knew I needed help to make
sure my diet plan is optimal.consumer. It really is so easy to learn and understand and Dr Dave
includes a wonderful sense of humor which I appreciate. Well, Dave M.D. Actually
approachable read and tons of info that must become mainstream! An 80-10-10 food,
generally-speaking, in most cases; and one, rich in nutrients and fiber.. rather than bypassing it
quickly - as does nice fruit, to the digestive tract in about thirty minutes.Why is this important?
Well, if you ask me, there's simply one vital feature about the 100% raw, fruit-based diet plan,
that almost all formerly toxic-food-addicted folk, 'can't handle. Since learning to be a
vegetarian 10 years ago due to my like of animals, and being totally confused in what to eat,
I have been on a quest ever since to find the best, easiest and healthiest diet without harming
living things.' And one that pushes them, oftentimes, 'over the advantage,' and often, 'crashing
back down,' to less-than-desirable eating habits. Some are content with squash, for instance,
as a 'raw substitute. From meals based on sweet fruit, that's. As opposed to that achieved by
heavier foods, such as for example rice, and the like. That feature, if I had to classify, or
describe it, I'd say, is simply too little the dense, 'full' feeling, garnered from their 80-10-10
meals.' Yet most, I've found, aren't.The paradigm diet plan is AMAZING. And this is a BIG,
'nevertheless.' Source that same, 'dissatisfied' person with a plate of steamed broccoli and
cauliflower? Along with a serving or two of organic garbanzo coffee beans? The only thing
that worked well, for a while, was the Zone Diet plan and even i quickly became really really
constipated.D: Author, and plant-based, triathlete. He is able to do that. Excellent,
dependable digestion and elimination.' One which is HIGHLY fulfilling and 'filling' - even to many
former, avid flesh-eaters. Especially after a day of natural fruit, green smoothies, as well as
perhaps a salad. This new, proposed food: Filling, to be certain. Loaded with 80-10-10
centered, macro and micro-nutrition. And, based on their outcomes, and from my very own on
your program, I can state, 'without reservation,' this: If plant-based foods give existence to a
guy, as I believe, in large part, they do, then it 'stands to cause' .Ah yes, about the problem of
cooking: Dr. Dave, M.D. DOES recommend lightly steaming tougher veggies, such as for example



broccoli and cauliflower. A great idea, I'd agree, for some. As steamed, they actually EXPLODE
with a delicious taste they simply don't have, eaten 100% natural. Adam Dave, M. See
Patenaude's recent, 'Raw Freedom') contend that number is normally a 'select few. Add the
totally fulfilling serving of organic beans, 'into the combine,' of such veggies? Well, you've - bet
on it! - got a, 'recipe for success.' And one that shall satisfy many a previous standard-western-
diet eater, where a 100% raw, fruit-based diet, wouldn't normally. Assumptions are best
questioned instead of held close. Dave, I state. Got through it in two days In order to
understand how to be better and healthier than the majority of the world, this reserve is for
you. Graham - an American original, to be sure. And true grasp of vegan diet, fitness; not to
mention, a masterful article writer and distiller of the complex, to the simple. AND: A 100% raw,
fruit-based regime IS managed beautifully by many. While some (i.' And a higher degree of
nutrition, 'per bite. And?' Perhaps.ie=UTF8& What then, for the vast majority?. I had to learn this
book three times to like it This book is packed with information.' (Mostly 'bust,' likely) 'No,' to me,
is the correct response. As, all they have got to do, for a greater likelihood of success I'd say,
is embrace hook alteration in protocol. Such as for example that outlined by Dave, M.D. Plants
are the answer to a wholesome and happy life. Quite simply, the very best book I have ever
read on nutrition. moms head of their kitchen This book transformed our lives. Adam Dave M.
Dave. This I understand from dealing with MANY who've used your suggestions. And deeply
satiating to those who may NOT be quite happy with more fruit, even more greens, following a
full day - actually a few months, weeks, years - of such.. I'm a working mom, and we have been
conditioned that people just dress a particular way, and purchase luxury cars.You're a
genuine, 'life saver. Then I came into function, after watching Forks over Knives, and sheepishly
declared, 'Guys, I'm . Sekerak This Changes your life I've tried Atkins, I've tried calorie restriction,
I've tried the GOMAD milk diet plan (that was disastrous!). All, generally falling into the
80-10-10 range?We watched the Dvd movie Forks over Knives and decided a plant based
diet plan was something that I needed to try. I didn't really think that it was a wholesome
lifestyle - a person needs protein and all that. I just buy entire foods and prepare at home.
they can't raise they're voices or get erections.' Everyone laughed.'J... learning to be a
vegan.'Watching the Dvd and blu-ray was all it took to convince me, but heading vegan was
a lot harder. I tried the Engine 2 diet, that i just couldn't enter. I got the Forks Over Knives
cookbook, that was great but I found it hard to place into practice day to day. Then I found
the paradigm diet.However. It's simple, it's easy, and the food is definitely delicious. I've haven't
felt this great in, I can't remember the last time I felt this good..Here's a run down of a few of the
good factors that I've experienced:-I've dropped 6 kilos (or 13 pounds)-my skin is very clear
and glowing-my ex asked me if I'd had botox-I fall asleep straight away and wake up
refreshed-I feel incredible-I'm getting more erections right now than I did when I was 14If you
aren't sure whether you should purchase this book simply download the sample like I did.. Just
give it a try.Due to the good doctor's few, key differences (and there are others, not outlined
here), I've touched upon, here - you could 'put money' onto it: There will be successes, in
regards to to the fit, plant-based method, where there MIGHT have been 'failures.' One many
find, 'intolerable.' A 'real life-saver,' I'd say. After seeing the film Vegucated
(http://www.amazon.com/Vegucated/dp/B006LZSF8M/ref=sr_1_1?s=movies-tv& And when
so?qid=1337094264& I must admit that at FIRST I was not impressed and disagreed with some
of the information.. So I was thrilled when I discovered this book after being at an all period
low mentally and actually.Those differences? I now feel totally enabled and so grateful. Dave's
approach bears with it, just a couple of key variations, making his plan FAR more 'doable,' for



me, for some.Buy this publication and become healthy.' Are they to 'move fruit,' or 'bust?sr=1-1) I
made a decision to become vegan once again - anticipate to cry if you see this movie! I re-
read this book 3 x. You're a, 'real existence saver. In case you are thinking about changing to
a clean nutritious diet,,, this book is fantastic. The book is just a little specialized, but I love
that. I usually thought we ate healthy, but now I feed my children fruit, while I fix breakfast, not
together. There are several things in the publication that seem just a little radical,, however
when you read it again, you gain a better understanding for WHY it had been stated the
method it had been. Details here. A great read with valuable information Anyone searching for
enlightening info on eating a wholesome plant based diet will see pleasure in reading this
book. Recommended! Really approachable read and a great deal of info that needs to .
Simply start the day off with among the breakfast fruit smoothies and you will be hooked..
includes the bean (botanically, a fruit), into his suggested protocol. I'm uncertain I'll ever do all
of it constantly but my I have been making some big shifts and I'm loving it. There shall NEVER
be another Dr. Five Stars FABULOUS BOOK. We still consume out, but if it's that important to eat
out we spend even more and go to an organic restaurant.' Or, as some might term them, 'giver-
uppers. I want to understand WHY and Perhaps to accomplish something and What's
happening to my body when I do.It 'stands to reason,' Dr. I always read labels, but now I need
not, what is soy lecithin and just why could it be in everything? Just a week or therefore prior to
going vegan I'd stated at work, 'Yeah vegans; MUCH INFORMATION TO BE LEARNED FROM
THIS BOOK.. None of that issues if u don't possess your health. Plant eaters unite!! Great book!
His explanations are self-explanatory and clear to see., in his superbly well documented, well-
penned, The Paradigm Diet plan. Best book on health Best book on health, a paradigm
change for people, and general inspiring read that's easily consumed I've seen. Strongly
suggested. To the bad review about B12. comments - reconsider. Never supplemented B12
and never tested lower in the last 20 roughly years of following a vegetarian, then vegan,
after that raw diet.'Great function,' Dr.
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